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Zero electron kinetic energy and threshold photodetachment
spectroscopy of Xe nI2 clusters „n 52 – 14…: Binding, many-body
effects, and structures

Thomas Lenzer,a) Michael R. Furlanetto,b) Nicholas L. Pivonka, and Daniel M. Neumarkc)

Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, and Chemical Sciences
Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720

~Received 13 November 1998; accepted 12 January 1999!

XenI2 van der Waals clusters have been investigated by anion zero electron kinetic energy~ZEKE!
and partially discriminated threshold photodetachment~PDTP! spectroscopy. The experiments yield
size-dependent electron affinities~EAs! and electronic state splittings between the X, I, and II states
accessed by photodetachment. Cluster minimum energy structures have been determined by
extensive simulated annealing molecular dynamics calculations using Xe–I~2! pair potentials from
anion ZEKE spectroscopy and various nonadditive terms. The EAs calculated without many-body
effects overestimate the experimental EAs by up to 3000 cm21. Repulsive many-body induction in
the anion clusters is found to be the dominant nonadditive effect, though the attractive interaction
between the iodide charge and the Xe2 exchange quadrupole is also important. Unique global
minimum energy structures for the anion clusters arise from the influence of the many-body terms,
yielding, e.g., arrangements with a closed shell of xenon atoms around the iodide anion for
the clusters withn512– 14. The specific dependence of the EA curve on cluster size allows us to
refine the absolute Xe–I bond lengths for the anion, X, I, and II state diatomic potentials to within
60.05 Å. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!01014-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Weak interactions between atoms and molecules pla
central role in many fields of physical chemistry. As an e
ample, solvation of neutral or charged atomic and molecu
species affects their photophysical properties and react
in solution,1,2 matrices,3 crystals,4 and clusters.5–8 In recent
years we have conducted a series of experiments in w
the weak interactions between various solvent species
halide ions/halogen atoms is probed by high resolution ne
tive ion photodetachment spectroscopy of size-selected
ions; the species of interest range in size from binary co
plexes to large clusters. Here, we report results for XenI2

clusters, with the goal of understanding the many-body
fects that govern the structure and energetics of these
cies.

In the description of weak interactions,pairwise additiv-
ity of the atom–atom interactionsVi j is frequently assumed

Vp5(
i , j

N

Vi j ~ ur i2r j u!, ~1!

wherer i andr j denote the positions of two individual atom
in an ensemble ofN particles. For closed valence shell atom
and without deformation of the atomic charge distributio
Eq. ~1! would hold exactly. In reality, however, dispersio
induction, and exchange interactions cause the assumptio
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pairwise additivity to break down.9 Therefore it is necessar
to extend Eq.~1! to include ‘‘nonadditive’’ or ‘‘ many-body’’
interactions:

Vmany-body5 (
i , j ,k

N

Vi jk~r i ,r j ,r k!1¯

1 (
i , j ,k,¯,z

N

Vi jk¯z~r i ,r j ,r k ,...,r z!. ~2!

A textbook example of nonadditivity is the binding energy
rare gas crystals, where the experimental values are rou
4%–9% smaller than those obtained from the precis
known pair potentials.10 However, in bulk systems such a
these it is difficult to assess the contributions of individu
nonadditive effects.

High resolution spectroscopy of clusters provides a
other approach to nonadditive effects in systems with a sm
number of atoms.10,11For example, Fourier transform micro
wave spectroscopy has been used to study the rotati
spectra of the rare gas heterotrimers Ne2Kr and Ne2Xe.12

Structural information and nuclear hyperfine coupling co
stants obtained from this study suggest the presence of
additive effects.

Near- and far-IR spectroscopic studies as well as ca
lations employing variationally adjusted orab initio potential
energy surfaces have been carried out for several ne
van der Waals clusters, including Ar2HCl,10,13–16

Ar2HF,14,15,17–21Ar2DCl,10,22and Ar2CO2.
23,24Other experi-

mental studies involved laser-induced fluorescence detec
of ArnBa clusters with an average size of 300–400025 and
electronic spectroscopy of mass-selected ArnHg clusters (n
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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51–4) by means of multiphoton ionization.26 The latter
study shed some light on the special class of ‘‘nonadditiv
effects arising from the open-shell interactions of the ch
mophores in the excited electronic state of these cluster

The measurement of binding energies opens up ano
avenue to characterize nonadditive effects in clusters. B
ing energies have the advantage that they can be obta
from model many-body potentials in a straightforward wa
It is often easy to predict in which direction a particul
nonadditive term will change the binding energy of a clust
For charged species, anion photoelectron spectroscopy~PES!
has been used to extract information onrelative binding en-
ergies of anion and neutral clusters involved in the photo
tachment process, providing mass selectivity and reason
spectral resolution. Examples include the studies of Che
novsky and co-workers on X2~H2O!n (X25Cl2, Br2, I2)27

and XenI2,28,29Bowen and co-workers on ArnO2,30 and Ar-
nold et al. on X2~CO2!n (X25Br2, I2) and I2~N2O!n .31,32

However, two problems arise when one tries to extr
information on nonadditive forces from such studies:~1! the
pair potentials needed for the anion and neutral are usu
not known very accurately, and~2! depending on the type o
energy analyzer used, the resolution of conventional an
PES is typically between 7031–33 and 480 cm21.28,29 Due to
this limited resolution anion PES experiments are, at b
sensitive to the largest nonadditive effects. As an examp
comparison of the photoelectron spectra of Markov
et al.27 with the molecular dynamics~MD! simulations of
Berkowitz and co-workers,34 showed that nonadditive induc
tion effects had to be included in the calculations to desc
the stabilization energies of larger Br2~H2O!n clusters (n
.5) correctly. However, a comparison of their experimen
data for I2~H2O!n and Cl2~H2O!n clusters with other
simulations35,36 is less conclusive.

In the current study we use anion zero electron kine
energy ~ZEKE! spectroscopy and partially discriminate
threshold photodetachment~PDTP! to study nonadditive ef-
fects in size-selected XenI2 clusters with up to 14 xenon
atoms. ZEKE spectroscopy combines mass selectivity w
much higher resolution than conventional photoelect
spectroscopy~typically 1–2 cm21 for atomic systems!. It is
therefore possible to extract precise electron affinities~EAs!
and characterize the electronic structure of the neutral c
ters accessed by photodetachment. We have already de
strated this in our earlier ZEKE studies of diatomic33,37,38and
polyatomic39 rare gas halides. The latter study on ArnI2 (n
52 – 19) and ArnBr2 (n52 – 9) allowed us to characteriz
the many-body effects in these species in detail.

XenI2 clusters are particularly interesting systems. Fi
the high polarizability of the xenon atoms makes it like
that nonadditive effects will be particularly large, especia
in the anions. This makes these clusters ideal candidate
the investigation of many-body effects. Another distincti
property of XenI2 clusters was demonstrated in recent wo
by Cheshnovsky and co-workers,28,29 who measured photo
electron spectra and total photodetachment cross sec
~TPCS! for XenI2 clusters withn51 – 54. For clusters with
n>4, they observed distinct peaks in the TPCS spectra n
the detachment thresholds that appear to be due to transi
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to excited electronic states in which charge is transfer
from the iodide anion to the surrounding xenon atoms. Th
states, which presumably arise from the large polarizabi
of the xenon atoms, were not present in any of the rare g
halide clusters previously studied by us.

Moreover, a unique class of ‘‘nonadditive effects’’
present solely in the neutral clusters due to the open-s
nature of the iodine atom. Three doubly degenerate neu
electronic states~termed as X, I, and II! arise from this in-
teraction, as shown in the schematic potential diagram in
1. All these states are accessible by photodetachment o
anion, and this allows us to characterize the splitting betw
the different neutral states as a function of cluster size.

Our earlier study of XeI2 yielded precise two-body
Xe–I anion and neutral potential functions via vibrationa
resolved ZEKE spectroscopy.33 This allows us to predict
binding energies and structures of the larger anion and n
tral XenI clusters on the basis of these pair potentials, a
then to compare these predictions with the experime
EAs. It will become clear that the simple ‘‘additive picture
breaks down, so we will systematically investigate how t
inclusion of various many-body effects corrects the cal
lated EAs and can finally achieve good agreement with
periment. Our accompanying MD simulations of the XenI
anion and neutral cluster structures will not only help us
elucidate the cluster structures and trends in electron af
ties but also allow us to determine the Xe–I equilibriu
bond lengths for the anion and neutral electronic states of
diatomic with considerably higher accuracy.

We have organized this paper as follows: in Sec. II

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the potential energy levels involved in
photodetachment of XenI2 clusters. The energetic relations among t
atomic and molecular anion and neutral electronic states are shown. F
description of the various quantities see Sec. IV.
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briefly discuss the experimental techniques used for stud
the XenI2 anions, and in Sec. III our ZEKE and PDTP spe
tra are presented and assignments are given. In Sec. IV
deal with the two-body and three-body potential functio
needed for simulating our results, and specifics of the M
calculations used for calculating the cluster structures
also given. In Sec. V we analyze and discuss our experim
tal findings: electron affinities and neutral state splittings
compared with the predictions of the model potentials a
allow us to quantify the influence of individual many-bod
effects. Global and local minimum cluster structures found
the simulations are discussed in detail. We will finally a
dress the question to what extent a presence of excited s
in the larger anion clusters might affect the appearance of
experimental ZEKE and PDTP spectra.

II. ZEKE AND PDTP EXPERIMENTS

A detailed description of the anion ZEKE spectrome
can be found elsewhere,40–43 and only the specific detail
relevant to this study will be considered here. XenI2 anions
are produced by passing a mixture of 10%–20% xenon
argon over CH3I ~0 °C! and expanding it into vacuum
through a 0.5 mm aperture in a pulsed valve~General Valve
Series 9!. Typical backing pressures are 10–30 psig. T
expansion is crossed just in front of the valve by a 1 keV
electron beam. Anions are formed by dissociative attachm
of low-energy secondary electrons, and undergo clusterin
the continuum flow region of the free-jet expansion. T
negative cluster ions formed during these processes
cooled as the expansion progresses, and then pass thro
two-skimmer setup33 into a differentially pumped region
The clusters are then accelerated to 1 keV and mass sel
in a 1 mcollinear time-of-flight mass spectrometer.

After entering the detector region the XenI2 anions of
interest are photodetached by either an excimer-pumped
laser~Lambda Physik EMG 202 and FL 3002! or a Nd:YAG
pumped dye laser~Continuum Powerlite 9020 and ND
6000!. For photodetachment to the X and I states~see Fig. 1!
several UV dyes are used~QUI, DMQ, PTP, all from Exci-
ton! with typical energies of 20–30 mJ/pulse, except for t
region below 336 nm, where a DCM/LDS698 mix is used
conjunction with frequency doubling in a KDP crystal, yiel
ing about 5–10 mJ/pulse. For the II state the dye laser f
damental~Coumarin 540A, Rhodamine 590, 610, 640! is
doubled in a KDP crystal, yielding laser pulse energies
2–13 mJ/pulse, depending on the laser system used.

A weak DC field of215 mV/cm is applied across th
electron detachment region at all times, where the nega
sign indicates the field is antiparallel to the ion beam pro
gation direction. This setup was found to enhance the e
tron signal considerably.33 Two modes of electron detectio
were used in this study: the higher resolution ZEKE mo
and the lower resolution partially discriminated thresho
photodetachment~PDTP! mode.

In the ZEKE mode, following a delay of 200–500 ns th
electrons are extracted coaxially to the ion beam by apply
a pulsed extraction field of 4 V/cm across the extraction
gion and deflected to an off-axis microchannel plate detec
Gated detection is used to provide temporal filtering. In
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dition, a series of apertures between the detachment re
and the detector provide spatial discrimination.40 The ulti-
mate spectral resolution of this setup is about 1–2 cm21 for
atomic anions. The spectral features observed in this st
are broader due to unresolved rotational envelopes and ‘
band’’ congestion. Also, somewhat shorter extraction del
than required for maximum resolution were used, leading
a slight decrease in resolution but more rapid data acqu
tion. The performance of the ZEKE mode was routine
checked by optimizing the spectral resolution for the we
known systems I2 and XeI2.33

In the PDTP mode there is no delay between photo
tachment and electron extraction. The extraction field imm
diately accelerates all of the photoelectrons toward the de
tor. However, those photoelectrons with a significa
velocity component perpendicular to the ion beam axis
still spatially discriminated against by the apertures. T
‘‘partially discriminated’’ mode closely resembles th
‘‘steradiancy detector’’ described by Baeret al.44 and Spohr
et al.45 Under the conditions used in our study one obta
peaks with a FWHM of roughly 150 cm21 and an asymmet-
ric shape, i.e., with a tail toward high electron kinetic en
gies. Nevertheless, this mode allows us to determine elec
affinities to within 650 cm21. Although sacrificing resolu-
tion the PDTP mode has the advantage of much higher e
tron sensitivity than the ZEKE mode.

The experiment is operated at a repetition rate of 30
~20 Hz in the experiments which use the Nd:YAG laser
pump source!. The ZEKE~PDTP! spectra are normalized t
the ion signal and laser power, and averaged over typic
1500–4000 ~200–2000! laser shots per point. Absolut
vacuum wavelengths are obtained by calibration of the
lasers, either with a New Focus 7711 Fizeau wavelen
meter or a Fe/Ne hollow cathode lamp.

III. ZEKE AND PDTP RESULTS

The ZEKE and PDTP spectra for the XenI2 clusters are
shown in Figs. 2–5. As is clear from Fig. 1 and our earl
studies of other diatomic and polyatomic rare gas halide s
cies, we expect to observe two sets of features separate
approximately the spin–orbit splittingDso~I! of atomic io-
dine (7603.0 cm2150.942 65 eV).46 The lower-energy fea-
tures~Figs. 2–4! are due to transitions from the anion clust
to electronic states correlating with the2P3/2 ground state of
the iodine atom, and those at higher energy arise from tr
sitions from the anion cluster to states referring asympt
cally to the iodine2P1/2 state~Fig. 5!.

We first focus on the spectra for the low-energy featur
Figure 2 shows the complete set of ZEKE scans taken
n50 – 12. With an increasing number of xenon atoms
spectra appear at increasingly higher energy; i.e., they
progressively blue-shifted relative to the position of the 1
cm21 wide atomic iodine line (n50). This indicates that the
anion clusters are more strongly bound than the neutral
cies. The blue-shift decreases steadily with an increas
number of xenon atoms, indicating that the incremental s
bilization of the anion decreases as the cluster grows.

All spectra for n.0 show a more or less pronounce
double peak structure, varying between a shoulderlike
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pearance~e.g., Xe5I
2) and a fairly clear separation of the tw

features~e.g., Xe9I
2). Our previous work on diatomic rar

gas halide species33,37,38 and larger ArnI2 and ArnBr2

clusters39 showed that these features arise from photodeta
ment to theX and I electronic states~see Fig. 1!.

The relative intensities of theX and I state features
change considerably with cluster size. For the diatomicn

FIG. 2. The complete set ofX and I state ZEKE spectra for all XenI2

clusters studied (n50 – 12).

FIG. 3. The2P3/2 state ZEKE spectrum for iodide andX1I state ZEKE
spectra for XeI2, XE2I

2, and Xe3I
2. Arrows in the XenI2 spectra mark

positions of the 0–0 transition for theX and I state of each cluster~partly
estimated!. For a discussion of the markedX state features in the Xe2I

2

spectrum see the text.
h-
51) theI state is much weaker than theX state and is almos
invisible in Fig. 2.33 However, the relative intensity of theI
state increases forn52 and 3, and reaches roughly half th
intensity of theX state for the latter cluster. Up ton56 the
relative intensities change only slightly, but for all cluste
with n.6 the intensity of theI state feature appears to gro
further, and even equals that of theX state forn512. Also
note that additional very weak features are observed at e
higher energies forn56 and n57. The interpretation of
these peaks is not yet fully understood.

In Fig. 3 we show the ZEKE scans for the clusters XenI2

with n50 – 3 in more detail. The spectrum for photodetac
ment to the2P3/2 state of iodine consists of a single pea
with a FWHM of 1.2 cm21. To our knowledge this is the bes
resolution obtained so far in an anion ZEKE experiment. T
XeI2 spectrum was already discussed at length in our ea
study,33 and only the most important assignments are giv
here. Individual peaks in this spectrum are wider than
bare iodine because of the unresolved rotational envelo
The largest peak in the spectrum, marked by an up-poin
arrow, is assigned to the 0–0 transition from the anion to
X1/2 state of the neutral. The peaks at lower energy, spa
by approximately 10 cm21, are due to sequence band tran
tions from higher vibrational levels of the anion. Transitio
to the I state begin above 25 250 cm21; these are very weak
but completely assignable.33 In Fig. 3 the position of the
I3/2←anion 0–0 transition is marked by a down-pointin
arrow. The spacing between the two arrows directly yields
accurateX– I splitting of 60.0 cm21 for XeI.33 Note that this
is much larger than, e.g., in the case of ArI~37.8 cm21!.39

The Xe2I ZEKE spectrum is broader than the spectru
of the XeI2 diatomics, however, the band envelope loo
similar. As in the XeI2 spectrum two main structures ar
observed. The first one, found below about 25 850 cm21, is

FIG. 4. TheX andI state partially discriminated threshold photodetachm
~PDTP! spectra for all XenI2 clusters studied (n50 – 14).
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dominated by a sharp peak denoted as1. In analogy to XeI2,
we assign peak1 to the 0–0 transition from the anion to th
X state. This yields an accurate adiabatic electron affinity
Xe2I

2 of 25 771.2 cm21. There are some partially resolve
peaks~‘‘a’’ ¯‘‘g’’ ! visible between 25 650 and 25 850 cm21.
Peaks ‘‘a,’’ ‘‘b,’’ and ‘‘c’’ are spaced by about 14 cm21 to
the red of peak1. Peaks ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ also show a finer
substructure with peak spacings of about 5 cm21. The spac-
ing between the peaks ‘‘c,’’ ‘‘d,’’ and ‘‘e’’ is roughly 20
cm21. The location of ‘‘a’’–‘‘e’’ at energies lower than the
0–0 transition identifies these peaks as sequence band
sitions. Peaks ‘‘f’’ and ‘‘g’’ are located at 25 785 and 25 81
cm21, respectively, and also show some substructure wi
peak spacing of about 4 cm21.

The second~weaker and relatively unstructured! main
feature, which is, however, more prominent than in XeI2, is
found above 25 850 cm21 and must be due to transitions
the I state. Note that the intensity of theI state of Xe2I

2 is
considerably higher than that of XeI2. While a rich hot band
structure in the ZEKE spectra allowed a particularly go
characterization of the anion and neutral energy levels
potential curves in our earlier study of the XeI2 diatomic, in
the case of Xe2I

2 the spectral congestion is already qu
severe, which makes further assignments impossible. T
is neither a clear 0–0 transition nor any other well-resolv
peaks for the weakerI state feature. The ZEKE spectra fo
n53 – 12 become even more congested, and no particu
sharp peaks can be found. The only exception is Xe3I

2, also
shown in Fig. 3, where some regular structure shows up

FIG. 5. ZEKE and PDTP spectra for theII state of the XenI2 clusters.~a!
The PDTP spectra forn50 – 8; ~b! the ZEKE spectra forn50 – 2; ~c! a
width comparison between the Xe8I

2X1I state PDTP spectrum from Fig.
~dotted line! and the PDTP spectrum in~a! ~solid line!. Spectra in~c! were
shifted to let the low-energy edge of both features coincide. Only the ris
edge of the I(2P1/2) PDTP spectrum was recorded forn50 in ~a!.
r

an-

a

d

re
d

rly

in

the sequence band region around 26 200 cm21.
This spectral congestion suggests a fairly high anion

brational temperature, which was also observed in our st
of the XeI2 diatomic. The exact reason for this remains u
clear. Careful optimization of the source conditions yield
only a slight reduction in vibrational temperature (Tvib

5130 K compared to about 160 K in our previous study33

both deduced from fitting the intensities of sequence b
peaks in the XeI2 X state spectrum by assuming a Boltzma
distribution of the anion vibrational level population!.

Due to the low ion signal, we were unable to obtainX
1I state ZEKE spectra for clusters withn.12. However,
spectra could be taken in the PDTP mode which has
advantage of a considerably larger electron sensitivity,
though at the cost of some resolution. The results forn
50 – 14 are shown in Fig. 4. While similar in appearance
the total photodetachment cross-section spectra of Be
et al.,28,29 the features in our spectra are somewhat narrow
We typically obtain a FWHM of 150 cm21 in the PDTP
mode, as can be seen in the iodine PDTP spectrum for
transition to the2P3/2 spin–orbit state in Fig. 4. The PDTP
spectrum rises sharply at the threshold up to a maximum
then tails off toward higher energies.

With an increasing number of xenon atoms, the PD
spectra broaden corresponding to the development of
double peak structure observed in the ZEKE spectra. Star
with n57, the double peak structures also clearly appea
the PDTP spectra. Most importantly, we were able to obt
spectra forn513 and 14. The blue-shift between Xe12I

2 and
Xe13I

2 is comparable to that betweenn511 and 12. How-
ever, the peak maximum in the PDTP spectrum for Xe14I

2

appears at only slightly higher energies than for Xe13I
2.

While at first glance this might be associated with the clos
of the first shell of xenon atoms around the iodide anion
n513, the simulated annealing MD simulations presented
Sec. V will show that the situation is more complicated.

We next consider the XenI2 II state spectra shown in
Fig. 5, starting with the ZEKE spectra in Fig. 5~b!. The io-
dine 2P1/2 spectrum (n50) consists of a sharp single pea
with a FWHM of about 2 cm21. The XeI II state spectrum
(n51) was already discussed in detail in our earlier ZEK
study.33 The envelope of the Xe2I

2 spectrum (n52) looks
very similar to that of the diatomic, but is relatively unstru
tured and therefore is not shown in greater detail. This is
to the fact that the ZEKE delay has to be reduced to ge
large enough electron signal, mainly because of low la
detachment energies~frequency doubling is necessary!.

No ZEKE spectra of good quality could be recorded f
n.2. Therefore we measured additional PDTP spectra
the clusters up to Xe8I

2, shown in Fig. 5~a!. PDTP spectra
for clusters withn.8 could not be obtained because
shorter wavelengths background electrons originating fr
the metal surfaces due to stray light became a severe pro
~the work function for iron is 4.5 eV, corresponding to abo
276 nm47!.

As in Fig. 4 it is observed that the PDTP spectra a
progressively blue-shifted with increasingn. The most strik-
ing difference is that for all clusters the width of theII state

g
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TABLE I. Experimental adiabatic electron affinities, excited state origins, and electronic state splitting
XenI. Estimated uncertainties~6! for state origins and splittings extracted from ZEKE and PDTP data are g
in parentheses. All energies are in cm21.

n
EAa

~X state origin! I state origina DX–I II state originb DX– II

0 24 672.80c --- --- 32 275.8c,d 7603.0d

1 25 235.9~2.0! 25 295.9 ~3.0! 60.0 ~5! 32 880 ~5! 7644.1 ~7!
2 25 771.2~2.0! 25 861 ~50! 90 ~52! 33 405 ~20! 7634 ~22!
3 26 255 ~15! 26 360 ~50! 105 ~65! 33 879 ~20! 7624 ~35!
4 26 711 ~20! 26 818 ~50! 107 ~70! 34 336 ~30! 7625 ~50!
5 27 149 ~20! 27 259 ~50! 110 ~70! 34 774 ~30! 7625 ~50!
6 27 556 ~30! 27 683 ~50! 127 ~80! 35 181 ~40! 7625 ~70!
7 27 931 ~30! 28 065 ~50! 134 ~80! 35 566 ~40! 7635 ~70!
8 28 262 ~40! 28 394 ~50! 132 ~90! 35 936 ~40! 7674 ~80!
9 28 572 ~50! 28 707 ~50! 135 ~100! --- ---
10 28 880 ~50! 29 006 ~50! 126 ~100! --- ---
11 29 175 ~50! 29 289 ~50! 114 ~100! --- ---
12 29 443 ~50! 29 558 ~50! 115 ~100! --- ---
13 29 780 ~70! --- --- --- ---
14 29 900 ~70! --- --- --- ---

an51 – 12 extracted from the ZEKE spectra;n513 and 14 from the PDTP spectra; see the text.
bn51 from the ZEKE spectrum;n52 – 8 from the PDTP spectra; see the text.
cReference 49.
dReference 46.
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PDTP spectra is considerably smaller, because only a si
electronic state contributes to the signal. For the Xe8I

2 clus-
ter this is demonstrated in Fig. 5~c!, which compares the
PDTP spectrum for the Xe8I

2 X and I states from Fig. 4
~dotted line! and theII state spectrum from Fig. 5~a! ~solid
line!.

The question arises of how to extract reliable values
the adiabatic detachment energies~ADEs! for the X and I
state from the cluster spectra. For the ZEKE spectra in F
2 and 3 this was done by fitting the observed spectral
tures to the sum of two Gaussian functions with varia
position, amplitude, and width by employing a Levenber
Marquardt least squares fitting procedure.48 In the XeI2 and
Xe2I

2 spectra, the maximum of theX band corresponds ap
proximately to the ADE. We therefore assume that the po
tion of the maximum for the lower-energy Gaussian pe
gives a sufficiently precise estimate for the ADE of theX
state~in other words, the adiabatic electron affinity of ea
cluster!. The reliability of this procedure was checked b
convoluting theX state ZEKE spectra of XeI2 and Xe2I

2

~Figs. 2 and 3! with a Gaussian of 10–20 meV FWHM t
mimic the progressively broader features appearing in
ZEKE spectra of the larger clusters. It was found that
maximum position of the Gaussian convolution and the
curately knownX state 0–0 transitions in the ZEKE spect
of XeI2 and Xe2I

2 ~Table I! agree very well.
For n513 and 14 only the PDTP spectra are availa

~Fig. 4!. For n512, the PDTP spectrum exhibits a should
at the same position where theX state peak of the corre
sponding ZEKE spectrum is located~Fig. 2!. We therefore
estimated the ADEs forn513 and 14 from the position o
the shoulder to the left of the maximum in each PDTP sp
trum ~see Table I!.

The location of the 0–0 transition in the ZEKE spec
of the I states is less obvious: our earlier spectral simulati
le

r

s.
a-
e

i-
k

e
e
-

e
r

-

s

of the I state ZEKE spectrum of XeI233 located it on the
low-energy side of the electronic band. Here we convolu
the best fit vibrational stick spectrum from our earlier stu
with a Gaussian of 8 meV, which resulted in aI state spec-
trum of approximately Gaussian shape and similar in app
ance to those of the clusters Xe2I

2 and Xe3I
2 in Figs. 2 and

3. It was found that the very accurately known XeIX– I
splitting obtained from the XeI2 ZEKE spectrum corre-
sponds to about 60% of the value obtained when taking
energetic spacing between theX state 0–0 transition and th
maximum of the simulatedI state band. Assuming the sam
behavior for the spectra of the larger clusters in Figs. 2 an
we consistently estimated theX– I splitting as 60% of the
spacing of the fitted Gaussian peaks. The resulting exp
mental electron affinities,I state 0–0 transitions~ADEs! and
X– I splittings obtained from this procedure are summariz
in Table I, together with estimated error bars.

The II state 0–0 transitions were extracted from t
PDTP spectra in Fig. 5 by taking the XeI2 II state ZEKE
spectrum with its known 0–0 transition33 as a reference. The
XeI2 PDTP spectrum was superimposed, and it was fou
that for this particular cluster the 0–0 transition in the ZEK
spectrum is located at the energy, where the PDTP spec
reaches 62% of its maximum. For all the otherII state PDTP
spectra this value was taken as the reference point. The
tracted energies for theII state 0–0 transitions are also give
in Table I together with theX– II splittings and estimated
uncertainties. The EAs, state origins, and splittings will
discussed in greater detail together with results from
simulated annealing MD calculations in Sec. V.

IV. SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we discuss our methodology for setting
model potentials for the anion and neutral clusters and t
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TABLE II. MMSV pair potential parameters for XeI and XeI2. ‘‘Set I’’ 5the original set from Ref. 33; ‘‘Set II’’5but shifted by10.25 Å and refitted to the
MMSV-type model potential. Note that both potential sets yield identical spectral fits for theX1/2, I3/2, andII 1/2 state ZEKE spectra of XeI2 ~Ref. 33!.

Set I Set II

X1/2 I3/2 II 1/2 Anion X1/2 I3/2 II 1/2 Anion

e ~meV! 33.07 25.06 27.48 103.2 33.07 25.06 27.48 103.2
Rm ~Å! 4.049 4.34 4.24 4.09 4.30 4.59 4.49 4.34

b1
16.889628.455 66•R 7.20 5.20 3.79 17.862528.487 40•R 7.62 5.51 4.02

11.420 29•R2 ~6.88!a 11.347 30•R2 ~7.41!a

b2 6.29 5.95 7.10 6.03 6.60 6.23 7.37 5.56
x1 1.091 1.100 1.095 1.010 1.424 1.182 1.010 1.18
x2 1.753 1.588 1.635 1.430 1.998 1.998 2.000 1.68
C6 (eV Å6) 185.5 198.4 192.0 --- 185.5 198.4 192.0 ---
C8 (eV Å8) 1982 2148 2065 --- 1982 2148 2065 ---
B4 (eV Å4) --- --- --- 28.98 --- --- --- 28.98
B6 (eV Å6) --- --- --- 365.4 --- --- --- 365.4

aThe value in parentheses used in the simulated annealing MD calculations; see the text.
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finding the minimum energy structures based on these po
tials. From these we can determine theoretical electron
finities and electronic state splittings that can be compa
directly to experiment. Figure 1 illustrates the connect
between theoretical and experimental quantities. The e
tron affinity EA(XenI) of a XenI cluster is given by

EA~XenI!5EA~I!1ean2v0
an2eX1v0

X , ~3!

where EA~I! is the electron affinity of atomic iodine
(24 672.796 cm2153.059 038 eV),49 ean andeX are the clas-
sical binding energies~well depths!, andv0

an andv0
X are the

zero-point energies of the anion andX state, respectively
The experimentalX– I splitting, defined with respect to th
vibrational ground states, can be obtained via

DX– I5eX2v0
X2e I1v0

I , ~4!

and theX– II splitting in an analogous manner by

DX– II 5eX2v0
X2e II 1v0

II 1Dso~I!. ~5!

Here Dso~I! is the spin–orbit splitting of atomic iodine
(0.94265 eV57603.0 cm21).46 To evaluate Eqs.~3!–~5! suf-
ficiently, accurate model potential functions are needed.
ing these, the minimum energy cluster geometries as we
zero-point energies have to be determined.

A. Two-body potential functions

Just as in our previous fitting33 of the ZEKE spectra of
diatomic XeI2, we used a flexible, piecewise Morse–Mors
switching function–van der Waals~MMSV! potential. For
neutral XeI, the reduced form of this potential@with f (x)
5V(R)/e andx5R/Rm# is

f ~x!5e2b1~12x!22eb1~12x!, 0,x<1,

5e2b2~12x!22eb2~12x![M2~x!, 1,x<x1 ,

5SW~x!M2~x!1@12SW~x!#W~x!, x1,x,x2 ,

52C6rx
262C8rx

28[W~x!. x2<x,`. ~6!

The switching function SW(x) is given by
n-
f-
d

n
c-

s-
as

-

SW~x!5
1

2 S cos
p~x2x1!

~x22x1!
11D , ~7!

and the reduced dispersion coefficientsCnr take the form

C6r5
C6

eRm
6 , C8r5

C8

eRm
8 ~8!

whereRm represents the equilibrium bond length~position of
the well minimum! and e is the potential well depth.C6 is
the induced dipole–induced dipole dispersion coefficie
and C8 represents the corresponding coefficient for the
duced dipole–induced quadrupole interaction.

For the XeI2 anion potential the same functional form
was used, except that the dispersion terms were replace

f ~x!52B4rx
242B6rx

26[W~x!, x2<x,`, ~9!

with

B4r5
B4

eRm
4 , B6r5

B6

eRm
6 ~10!

and

B45 1
2q

2ad~Xe!, B65 1
2q

2aq~Xe!1C6 . ~11!

q is the iodide charge andB4 represents the coefficient of th
leading term in the long range XeI2 potential, reflecting the
dipole induced in the xenon atom by the iodide anion. T
two contribution toB6 are from quadrupole induction an
dipole dispersion.ad(Xe) and aq(Xe) are the dipole and
quadrupole polarizabilities of the xenon atom, respective
Further details about the construction of the XeI~2! two-body
potentials can be found in our earlier publication.33

The original potential parameters for the XeI diatom
potentials are included in Table II, denoted as ‘‘Set I.’’ A
discussed previously,33 the diatomic ZEKE spectra are sen
sitive only to changesin the well depthe and equilibrium
internuclear separationRm upon photodetachment. Durin
the current work an improved set of potential paramete
denoted as ‘‘Set II’’~also included in Table II!, was found
that better describes the size-dependent electron affinitie
the largest clusters, as will be discussed further in Sec
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The new set was obtained by simply increasingRm for all
potentials of ‘‘Set I’’ by 0.25 Å and refitting these shifte
curves to the MMSV potential form of Eq.~6!. This means
that the well depth and the shape in the Franck–Con
region, as well as the relative position of all the potentia
remained unchanged. Both sets of potentials therefore y
indistinguishable Franck–Condon simulations for theX1/2,
I3/2, andII 1/2 state ZEKE spectra of XeI2. Thus, all the
spectral assignments and conclusions drawn in our ea
publication33 remain valid for our new set of potentials.

While the absolute position of each potential in the ori
nal ‘‘Set I’’ was based on theX1/2 state potential for XeI
from emission studies by Tellinghuisen and co-work
(Rm54.049 Å),50 the new set can be seen as referenced
the position of Lee’sX1/2 state scattering potential (Rm

54.30 Å),51 while still keeping the improved well depth an
shape of the Tellinghuisen potential. Note also that for ‘‘S
II’’ the Rm value of theI state potential (Rm54.59 Å) is now
almost identical to Lee’s value (Rm54.60 Å) and the equi-
librium bond length and well depth of the XeI2 anion poten-
tial (Rm54.34 Å, e5103.2 meV) is in perfect agreemen
with the very recent CCSD~T! calculations by Schro¨deret al.
(Rm54.34 Å, e5100 meV).52

In addition to the XeI and XeI2 pair potentials, a Xe–Xe
potential is required. For this we used the accurate Hartr
Fock dispersion~HFD-B2! potential of Aziz, Meath, and co
workers (Rm54.3656 Å ande524.37 meV).53

The pairwise additive approximation to the XenI2 bind-
ing energies was found by minimizing the additive potenti
using the simulated annealing MD simulations described
low via

ean5min~VXe–I21VXe–Xe!, ~12!

where

VXe–I25(
i

Vi0~ ur i2r0u! ~13!

and

VXe–Xe5(
i , j

Vi j ~ ur i2r j u!. ~14!

The sums run over the xenon atoms;r i is the position of the
xenon atomi, andr0 is the position of the iodide anion.

The calculation of the XenI neutral potentials is more
complex due to the open-shell nature of the iodine atom.
in studies of other groups4,54–59and our earlier work on poly-
atomic rare gas–halogen clusters,39 we used a first-order per
turbation theory treatment of the interaction of the open-s
iodine atom with several xenon atoms in terms of the
atomic XeI potentials. The resulting potentials are frequen
referred to as ‘‘matrix additive’’~due to the 636 matrix
structure of the perturbation Hamiltonian4,58,59!, and this term
will be used below.

The model itself was deduced under the assumption
R-independent spin–orbit splitting for the halogen atom.
the current study it was found necessary to adjust the re
sive wall of one of the neutral diatomic potentials to fulfi
this requirement because at very short range the original
n
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X, I, and II state potentials yield an iodine spin–orbit co
pling constant Dso~I! slightly smaller than in atomic
iodine.60–62 This was achieved by slightly increasing theb1

parameter for theII state potentials in both potential param
eter sets. The values obtained this way are given in pa
theses in Table II.

B. Many-body interactions

In the following we only briefly summarize those man
body interactions most important in the systems studied h
Simplified schematics of the most important effects are giv
in Fig. 6 and will be discussed below. Further details can
found in the Appendix and in our earlier publication.39

From Eq. ~3! we expect that the experimentally me
sured electron affinity of the cluster will be most sensitive
nonadditive effects occurring only in the anionor neutral
cluster. In contrast, effects occurring both in the anion a
neutral act in the same direction, i.e., either both stabilize
both destabilize the respective cluster, which results in
much smaller net effect on the electron affinity.

1. Nonadditive induction in the anion

Based on our earlier results for the ArnI2 and ArnBr2

systems,39 we expect the largest nonadditive effect in XenI2

to arise from the interaction between multipole moments
duced in the xenon atoms by the iodide charge. Figure 6~a!
shows a ‘‘cartoon’’ of this effect for Xe2I

2 in a triangular
arrangement. The iodide anion induces dipole moments
both xenon atoms, and the induced dipoles repel one ano
yielding a net reduction of the binding energy. The anion
therefore destabilized and the electron affinity decreases

We include nonadditive charge-induced dipole a
charge-induced quadrupole contributions in the framew

FIG. 6. A pictorial representation of selected many-body effects for Xe2I
~2!.

~a! Induction nonadditivity~repulsion between induced dipoles!; ~b! the at-
traction between the iodide charge and the exchange quadrupole of
xenon atoms;~c! Axilrod–Teller triple-dipole dispersion: this is repulsiv
for the triangular arrangement shown here, but attractive for the linear
figuration. The most important effect is the destabilization of the an
cluster by induction nonadditivity.
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of the ‘‘full iteratively calculated induction model’’~see the
Appendix for more details and specific parameters!. As in
our earlier work, due to the high computational expense
the substantial number of MD runs required, a simpler mo
was used in which the interaction energy between dipo
directly induced in the xenon atoms by the iodide charge
calculated.39,63 The minimum energy structures found wi
the simple model were optimized using the full iterative
calculated induction model.

2. Charge-exchange quadrupole interactions in the
anion

The charge–exchange quadrupole interaction, sketc
in Fig. 6~b! for the case of Xe2I

2, is due to the interaction o
the iodide charge with the Xe2 exchange quadrupole. Thi
quadrupole results from the redistribution of electron den
in the region between the two xenon nuclei in order to red
overlap repulsion.64 Compared to the electron density in th
absence of exchange repulsion, the net effect can be app
mated as a positive partial charge12d between the xenon
atoms and two negative partial charges2d at each xenon
nucleus. The first nonvanishing moment for two identic
atoms is a quadrupole. Because the positive partial charg
closer to the iodide anion, the net effect is an attractive fo
resulting in an increase of the cluster binding energy, i.e
stabilization of the anion cluster relative to the situati
where only two-body forces are acting. To model this eff
we use the ‘‘Gaussian exchange charge’’ formalism~see the
Appendix!.

3. Charge-dispersion multipole interactions in the
anion

There are also multipole moments induced in the xen
atoms due to dispersion that interact with the iodide cha
As in our earlier work we calculated the dipole and quad
pole moments induced in the xenon atoms using the mo
of Hunt65 in terms of atomic polarizabilities and dispersio
coefficients; more details can be found in the Appendix.

4. Axilrod –Teller triple-dipole interaction (anion and
neutral)

The Axilrod–Teller triple-dipole interaction~DDD!66–68

is a pure dispersion effect and therefore present both in
anion and the neutral. The effect arises from the chang
mutual polarization of two atoms by the presence of a th
atom and is attractive for a linear Xe–I(2) – Xe, though re-
pulsive for a triangular Xe2I

~2! arrangement@shown in Fig.
6~c!#. Note that the latter type of arrangement is the dom
nant structural element in both the anion and neutral XenI~2!

clusters. For specific details see the Appendix.
We do not include triple-dipole terms for Xe–Xe–X

because they are expected to be almost identical in the a
and neutral clusters. We also neglect higher multipole thr
body dispersion terms such as the dipole–dipole–quadru
potential ~DDQ!. For ArnI and ArnBr the DDQ effect was
estimated to be,50% of the size of the DDD contribution
Moreover, the net effect for the electron affinities for a
nonadditive dispersion terms is expected to be even sma
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This is due to the fact that the electron affinity is only se
sitive to thedifferencein the anion and neutral DDD~DDQ,
...! contributions@see Eq.~3!#. Finally, we neglect three-body
exchange effects, which are also present in both the an
and the neutral, because they are expected to be small.39

C. Simulated annealing MD calculations

Our particular implementation to locate global and loc
minimum energy anion cluster geometries uses a flex
simulated annealing MD algorithm,39 which can be briefly
summarized by the following steps.

~1! Selection of initial conditions:Random initial xenon
and iodide positions are selected within a 6–18 Å box,
pending on the cluster size. As a constraint no two ato
may be closer than 3.5 Å to prevent the evaporation of ato
starting in a highly repulsive region of the potential ener
surface.

~2! Quenching:Kinetic energy is removed very quickly
by rescaling the atomic velocities, i.e., the cluster is rapi
quenched into a nearby minimum on the potential ene
surface.

~3! Simulated annealing:Starting with the minimum en-
ergy configuration of step~2!, a randomly selected portion o
kinetic energy~restricted usually to 5%–35% of the classic
binding energy! is added. The system is then cooled
gradually removing kinetic energy until the lowest ener
state is reached. Variable ‘‘annealing schedules’’ with
length of up to 10 ns and a~within reasonable bounds! ran-
domly selected annealing velocity are used.~Note that theo-
retically simulated annealing willalways find the global
minimum if the cooling schedule is slow and the trajecto
infinitely long.!69

~4! Gradient minimizationis used to locate the mini
mum energy structure obtained from step~3! more precisely.

~5! Steps~1!–~4! are repeated up to 1000 times, depen
ing on the cluster size and potential model applied.

In contrast to our earlier study,39 the complete algorithm
@steps~1!–~5! and the cluster normal mode analysis me
tioned below# is now contained in a single program packag
Moreover, the number of trajectories@step~5!# was increased
by more than a factor of 50, which allows us to obtain
complete survey of all the relevant global and local clus
minima. Most of the quantities, especially those controlli
the annealing run@step ~3!#, are now chosen randomly t
search the cluster potential energy surface in an unbia
way.

Interestingly, for the anion clusters withn<12, it was
found in this study that rapidly quenching a large enou
number of random starting configurations alone@i.e., without
the annealing step~3!# was equally well suited to find the
global minimum and the most important local minima on t
potential energy surface. The interaction between xenon
the iodide anion is more than four times stronger than t
between two xenon atoms, and therefore XenI2 structures
which maximize the number of Xe–I2 bonds are energeti
cally favored. This seems also to affect the topology of
cluster hypersurface in a way that these structures are e
reached within a moderate number of simple quench
steps.
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Because we are interested in adiabatic electron affin
and detachment energies, the neutralX, I, and II state con-
figurations are obtained by relaxing the optimized anion
ometry on the respective neutral potential energy surfa
Finally, zero-point energies for the anion and neutral clus
are determined using the ‘‘anharmonic normal mode an
sis,’’ as described in our earlier paper.39 Electron affinities
and the other detachment energies can then be calculate
Eq. ~3! and the analogous expressions for theI and II states.

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electron affinities

In the following section we discuss our experimen
findings for the cluster-dependent electron affinities~EAs!
and compare these results with electron affinities calcula
from the model potentials. This is done first for the ani
pair potentials and the matrix additiveX state potentials, for
which anion and neutral minimum energy structures
found using the MD simulation procedure described abo
After that, the different many-body effects are added succ
sively, and the MD procedure is repeated to find the lowe
energy structures for the resulting model potentials. Note
all calculations in this section use the two-body poten
parameter ‘‘Set II’’ given in Table II. A complete compila
tion of cluster energies and individual potential term con
butions is available from the authors upon request.

First, we focus on the experimental electron affinities
a function of cluster size, depicted in Fig. 7~a! ~‘‘ h’’ !. With
increasingn, the electron affinities increase due to the
creasing stabilization of the anion relative to theX state. The
EA curve shows a pronounced decrease in slope toward l
n, with a particularly significant decrease in slope atn513
~see also Table I!. This will be discussed in more detail i
Sec. V C.

Next, we consider the simulations based on a simple
potential for the anion and the matrix additive potential
the X state, completely neglecting many-body effects. Th
results are shown in Fig. 7~a! and also in Fig. 7~b! in terms of
differencesbetween the calculated and experimental val
~‘‘ m’’ !. As n increases, the calculated EAs become sign
cantly larger than the experimental values. Note also that
the pair potential the drop in the EA slope occurs atn512
rather thann513.

In the next step the nonadditive induction effect is add
to the anion model potential~theX state model potential doe
not change!. These results are shown in Fig. 7~b! ~‘‘ s’’ !, but
are not included in Fig. 7~a! for the sake of clarity. Most
importantly, a significant decrease in the EAs is observ
which is mainly due to repulsion of adjacent induced dipo
on the xenon atoms. There is also a repulsion between a
cent induced quadrupoles; however, this effect contribu
only about 9% of the total induction effect. Including th
nonadditive induction improves the agreement with the
perimental EAs, but overcorrects the results obtained for
pair potentials, resulting in a deviation of opposite sign~e.g.,
about2400 cm21 for n514).

Inclusion of nonadditive induction and both the charg
exchange quadrupole and charge-dispersion multipole in
s
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actions leads to the results shown in Fig. 7~b! ~‘‘ ,’’ !. The
net increase of the calculated EAs is due to the domin
charge-exchange quadrupole contribution, which stabili
the anion. In contrast, the charge-dispersion dipole inte
tion is opposite in sign and roughly a factor of 2 smaller. T
charge-dispersion quadrupole term is small and could be
glected without any significant loss of accuracy. Inclusion
these three nonadditive effects yields slightly larger E
than found in the experiments~e.g., roughly1200 cm21 for
n512).

Finally, we add in the Axilrod–Teller triple-dipole dis
persion. This leads to the size-dependent EAs shown in b
Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! ~‘‘ d’’ !. The Axilrod–Teller term is more
repulsive for the anion than for the neutral due to the lar
polarizability of the iodide anion relative to neutral iodin
which results in a largerC9 coefficient. Consequently, a
greater destabilization of the anion relative to theX state is
observed, which leads to a decrease of the calculated EA
all clusters, bringing them very close to the experimen
values.@Note that the experimental uncertainties from Tab
I have been included in Fig. 7~b! as shaded regions.#

The contributions of the various effects to the total cla
sical binding energy at the equilibrium structure of each cl
ter are shown in Fig. 8~a! for the XenI2 anions and in Fig.
8~b! for the XenI X states. The observed trends are larg

FIG. 7. ~a! A comparison of size-dependent experimental electron affini
with those calculated from different potential models. ‘‘h:’’ experimental
data from Table I; ‘‘m:’’ pair potential ~abbreviation ‘‘P’’! for an anion,
matrix additive potential~M! for the X state; ‘‘d’’: P1nonadditive induc-
tion ~I!1exchange/dispersion multipole-charge interactions~C!1Axilrod–
Teller ~A! for an anion, M1A for the X state; ~b! differences between
calculated and experimental electron affinities: ‘‘m’’ and ‘‘ d’’ as in ~a!;
‘‘ ,’’: P1I1C for an anion, M for theX state; ‘‘s:’’ P1I for an anion, M
for the X state. Uncertainties of the experimental EAs from Table I a
shown as grey-shaded regions.
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consistent with our earlier results for ArnI~2! and ArnBr~2!,
where many-body induction in the anion cluster was a
found to be the largest nonadditive effect.39 However, due to
the much higher polarizability of xenon relative to argon t
effect is much more pronounced for xenon clusters, and
general, the neglect of many-body interactions leads t
larger deviation from the experimental results in the xen
based clusters. For example, with pair potentials only,
calculated EA for Ar12I differs from the experimental EA by
1560 cm21,39 compared to a deviation of12880 cm21 for
Xe12I. The latter deviation is clearly larger, even whe
scaled by the change of the electron affinities@EA(n512)
2EA(n50)#, which is 2230 cm21 for argon and 4770 cm21

for xenon.

B. Neutral X – I and X – II state splittings

In Fig. 9 we compare the splittings for the different ne
tral states obtained from experiment~Table I! and the poten-
tial models with all many-body options included. TheX– I
state splittings are shown in Fig. 9~a!. The general agreemen
between experiment and simulation is very good, especi
if one keeps in mind that the experimental values extrac
by the procedure described in Sec. III are only approxim
~see error bars!. Overall, the simulated annealing MD calc
lations support the assignment of theX and I states to the
broad double peak features observed in the experime

FIG. 8. Contributions to the total classical binding energies for the XenI2

anion clusters~a! and the XenI X state clusters~b! extracted from the simu-
lated annealing MD calculations, including all nonadditive potential ter
‘‘ d:’’ total classical binding energy; ‘‘s:’’ the XeI21 ~XeI! contribution for
an anion~neutral!; ‘‘ j:’’ a Xe–Xe contribution; ‘‘n:’’ combinedcharge–
exchange quadrupole, charge–dispersion dipole and charge–dispe
quadrupole contributions~‘‘C-E/D/Q’’ !; ‘‘ .:’’ Axilrod–Teller triple-dipole
dispersion; ‘‘,:’’ nonadditive induction.
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ZEKE and PDTP spectra~Figs. 2–4!. This assignment is
further supported by the presence of only a single peak in
PDTP spectra, where transitions to theII states are seen~see
Fig. 5 and the discussion in Sec. V D!.

In Fig. 9~b! the results for theX– II splittings are shown.
Again good agreement between experiment and simulatio
found when taking the error bars into account. However,
experimental values forn.1 appear to be lower than thos
obtained from the simulations. This is not unexpected a
might be due to a decrease of the iodine spin–orbit coup
constantDso(I ) in the cluster, which has been observed
iodine-doped xenon matrices and crystals4 as well as in our
ZEKE study of the XeI diatomic.33 In contrast, for our simu-
lations the same spin–orbit coupling constant as for ato
iodine was assumed.

C. Improved absolute Xe–I „2… bond lengths from
XenI2 ZEKE and PDTP spectra

The energetics as a function of cluster size provide
absolute—albeit indirect—measure of the equilibrium bo
distances in XeI2 and XeI. A larger XeI~2! equilibrium bond
length favors a higher coordination number of xenon ato
in the first shell around the central iodine atom than a sho
bond length. This uniquely affects the structure and ener
ics of both the anion and neutral XenI~2! clusters and is ex-
pected to have a pronounced influence on the size-depen
EAs.

We therefore systematically studied the slope of
EA(n) curve as a function of the XeI~2! bond lengths. Simu-

.

ion

FIG. 9. Experimental and calculated neutral state splittings.~a! X– I split-
ting; ~b! X– II splitting. ‘‘h:’’ experiment ~Table I!; ‘‘ d:’’ simulation in-
cluding all many-body effects~abbreviations for potential models as in Fig
7!. Uncertainties of the experimental splittings from Table I are included
error bars.
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lated annealing MD calculations for the XenI~2! clusters were
carried out for a variety of potential parameter sets. The
ion, X, I, andII potential curves for different sets had exac
the samerelative position and shape in the Franck–Cond
region. However, all potentials belonging to a specific
were shifted by the same amount on theR axis. Here we dea
with three specific examples: those denoted as ‘‘Set I’’ a
‘‘Set II’’ in Table II @Rm(X)54.049 Å and 4.30 Å, respec
tively#, as well as ‘‘Set III’’ ~not included in Table II! with
even larger equilibrium bond lengths@Rm(X)54.40 Å#.
‘‘Set II’’ is the one that was used to obtain all the resu
discussed in the earlier sections. ‘‘Set I’’ represents the or
nal anion,X, I, andII state two-body MMSV potential func
tions, as used in our earlier ZEKE study of the Xe2

diatomic.33 ‘‘Set III’’ is one of six additional sets with aRm

for the X state between 4.05 and 4.44 Å, which we tested
the course of this study. In all cases theX, I, and II state
ZEKE spectra of the XeI2 diatomic are fit equally well by
these different potential parameter sets.

A comparison of the EA curves forn>8 obtained using
Sets I–III is shown in Fig. 10. The experimental EAs a
their error bars from Table I are also included. Note that
each simulation all many-body terms in the potential are
lized. Forn<9, the three sets of potential parameters yi
almost the same~good! agreement with experiment. How
ever, a pronounced difference is observed forn513 and 14,
where ‘‘Set II’’ still gives an optimal description, while th
EAs of ‘‘Set I’’ substantially underestimate the experimen

FIG. 10. A comparison of experimental and calculated electron affini
based on different sets of Xe–I~2! two-body potential parameters. ‘‘h:’’
experimental; ‘‘d:’’ calculated using the XeI~2! two-body potentials of ‘‘Set
II’’ in Table II, including all many-body-options; ‘‘m:’’ the same, but using
‘‘Set I’’ from Table II; ‘‘ .:’’ the same, but using ‘‘Set III’’ withRm(X)
54.40 Å; in the latter two cases, the Gaussian range parameterb ~see the
Appendix! was slightly changed to 0.72 and 0.79 Å21, respectively.
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values and clearly lie outside the error bars. The same de
tion persists for all sets with approximatelyRm(X)
<4.25 Å. In contrast, all potentials sets withRm(X)
.4.36 Å systematically overestimate the experimental E
for larger cluster sizes, as can be seen forn511– 14 with
‘‘Set III’’ in Fig. 10.

Our systematic study therefore allowed us to determ
theabsoluteposition of the Xe–I~2! diatomicpotential func-
tions with much higher precision: The potential curves
‘‘Set II’’ should have an estimated uncertainty ofDRm5
60.05 Å, which corresponds to a roughly six-fold improv
ment compared to the uncertainties in the absolute posit
extracted on basis of the XeI2 diatomic ZEKE spectra
alone.33

The sharp change in slope for ‘‘Set I’’ in Fig. 10 i
largely due to the specific structures of the anion clusters
n>12, which are all based on an icosahedral motif with
xenon atoms forming the first shell around the central iod
anion. The additional one~two! xenon atom~s! for n513
~14! are placed on the outside of the first shell, and are m
loosely bound because they are much farther away from
iodide anion. This reduces the additional stabilization of
anion clusters considerably when adding a 13th and 1
xenon atom and therefore produces the abrupt chang
slope for the size-dependent EAs. In contrast, structures
more than 12 atoms in the first shell are energetically p
ferred for ‘‘Set II.’’ This will be discussed in more dept
below.

D. Global and local minimum energy structures

In Fig. 11 we show the global minimum energy stru
tures for the XenI2 clusters withn52 – 14 obtained with
‘‘Set II’’ ~from Table II!, including all many-body
contributions.70 In all the clusters the xenon atoms a
grouped around the central iodide anion, allowing the ma
mum number of Xe–I2 bonds to be formed. Each of these
roughly four times stronger than a bond between two xen
atoms. Next, the xenon atoms are grouped in such a way
the number of Xe–Xe bonds is maximized. Then512 clus-
ter forms an icosahedron of xenon atoms around the cen
iodide anion. All clusters withn,12 can be seen as frag
ments derived from this icosahedral structure. Thus, for
ample, then56 cluster represents half an icosahedral sh

It is convenient to use the following notation to chara
terize the clusters based on the pictorial representation
Fig. 11. The icosahedron can be referred to as ‘‘1–5–5–1,’’
where the first ‘‘1’’ denotes the single xenon at the botto
the ‘‘5’’ is the lower five-ring structure, the second ‘‘5’
represents the five atoms of the upper ring structure, and
final ‘‘1’’ is the xenon atom at the top. Then56 ‘‘half-
shell’’ cluster is termed ‘‘1–5–0–0,’’ and an icosahedra
cluster with one additional atom in the second solvent sh
is labeled ‘‘~1–5–5–1!–1,’’ where the parentheses denote
closed first solvent shell.

Interesting effects are observed forn.12. Rather than
following the icosahedral motif ofn512, then513 cluster
is a different closed-shell arrangement~‘‘1–5–6–1’’!. The
lower half still looks very similar to the icosahedron, but
ring of six xenon atoms replaces the upper five-membe

s
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ring structure. Note that the xenon atom at the top can
cupy different binding sites on the upper six-membered ri
giving rise to additional isomers that are extremely close
energy to ‘‘13.’’

For n514 there are two nearly isoenergetic minimu
energy structures of different geometry. Both are again ch
acterized by a closed shell of xenon atoms. The cluster n
bered as ‘‘14’’ in Fig. 11 can be termed as ‘‘1–5–6–2’’~i.e.,
compared to then513 cluster an additional xenon atom
placed on top of the six-ring!. This is accompanied by a
slight rearrangement of all atoms. The structure can be
rived from a decahedron, which has its two halves opened
on the lower side so that the two additional xenon atoms
approach the iodide anion much more closely. The sec
structure ~‘‘14B’’ ! represents a bicapped hexagonal an
prism, and can be described as ‘‘1–6–6–1,’’ i.e., now there
are two six-rings. As with ‘‘13,’’ additional nearly isoene
getic isomers of this structure are possible due to the dif
ent binding sites available for the two single xenon atoms
the bottom and top. Note that these two atoms are close
the central iodide anion than any of the xenon atoms in
six-rings.

The global minimum energy structures forn512– 14
obviously all possess a closed shell of xenon atoms, and
question arises as to at what cluster size an additional xe
atom goes into the second solvent shell. We have there
extended our survey of structures to the clusters withn
515 and 16~not shown here in detail!. Forn515 a structure

FIG. 11. Global minimum energy structures of XenI2 anion clusters forn
52 – 14. All structures were obtained using the MMSV two-body poten
‘‘Set II’’ from Table II, including all many-body options. Forn514 two
nearly isoenergetic isomers~‘‘14’’ and ‘‘14B’’ ! of a different structure exist.
Note that ‘‘12,’’ ‘‘13,’’ ‘‘14,’’ and ‘‘14B’’ all consist of a closed shell of
xenon atoms around the central iodide anion. Xenon and iodide at
shown with less than their van der Waals radii for the sake of clarity.
details see the text.
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very similar to ‘‘14’’ in Fig. 11 is obtained, with the addi
tional xenon atom located on top of the six-membered ri
Interestingly, this additional atom is about 0.5 Å farth
away from the iodide anion than the next closest xenon at
so one might think of this cluster as neither fully closed sh
~‘‘1–5–6–3’’! nor forming a second shell@‘‘ ~1–5–6–2!–
1’’ #. For n516, however, the crowding becomes so pr
nounced that the 16th xenon atom is truly located in
second shell: it is almost 1.5 Å farther away than the m
distant xenon atom in then515 cluster. The global mini-
mum energy structure forn516 is based on that of Xe15I

2

and might therefore be termed ‘‘~1–5–6–3!–1’’ or ‘‘ ~1–5–
6–2!–2.’’

The question arises as to how the appearance of alm
isoenergetic anion isomers, as, e.g., ‘‘14’’ and ‘‘14B,’’ a
fects the trend for our simulated electron affinities. Mor
over, the calculated cluster geometries are ‘‘0 K structure
whereas the experimental spectra are taken at a finite
perature, so one must consider how the population of lo
minima could affect our results. We therefore carried out
extensive survey of local minima for all cluster sizes. S
lected structures forn58, 10, and 14 can be found in Fig
12.70

In the case of Xe8I
2 the local minimum structures ‘‘8B’’

and ‘‘8C’’ still have all xenon atoms in contact with th
iodide anion~as the global minimum ‘‘8’’ in Fig. 11! but
fewer Xe–Xe bonds. Including the zero-point energies th
are located about 140 and 300 cm21, respectively, above the
global minimum. The detachment energies, however, areal-
most identicalbecause the correspondingX state structures
accessed by photodetachment are destabilized by nearly
same amount. Note also that theX– I and X– II splittings
~not shown here! are very similar. The isomer ‘‘8D’’ differs
from the others as one of the xenon atoms is no longer

l

s
r

FIG. 12. Selected local minimum energy structures of XenI2 anion clusters
for n58, 10, and 14. All structures were obtained using the MMSV tw
body potential ‘‘Set II’’ from Table II and including all many-body options
Xenon and iodide atoms shown with less than their van der Waals radi
the sake of clarity. For details see the text.
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rectly bound to the iodide anion. This local minimum stru
ture is therefore located at an even higher energy, about
cm21 above the global minimum. For this isomer the deta
ment energy is260 cm21 lower than for the lowest-energy
isomer.

Very similar results are obtained for the two other e
amples in Fig. 12 (n510 and 14!, as well as for all the othe
clusters we studied. In nearly all cases, isomers having
xenon atoms in contact with the iodide yield almost identi
detachment energies, whereas isomers with less Xe2

bonds detach at significantly lower energies~200–260
cm21!.

For the interpretation of our ZEKE and PDTP spec
this means the following: Isomers near the global minim
~e.g., ‘‘8’’/‘‘8B’’ or ‘‘14’’/‘‘14B’’ ! will yield almost indis-
tinguishable spectra. In contrast, higher lying isomers sho
produce features clearly separated in energy. Note that
cm21 (Xe8I

2) correspond to about twice the size of the e
perimentalX– I splittings in Fig. 9~a!. Most important,an
‘‘isomer splitting’’ of the same size must also appear in t
II state spectra; however, such a splitting is not observed
these spectra. On the contrary—the PDTP spectra show on
a single peak and are much narrower than those for the
respondingX and I states@Fig. 5~c!#.

It is also illuminating to consider the shell closing fo
different potential models in greater detail. As is clear fro
the discussion above, the structures calculated with ‘‘Set
including all many-body terms, do not show a well-defin
shell closing at a single specificn; in fact, n512– 14 are all
clear closed-shell structures. This behavior, together with
specific structure and energetics of the neutral clusters
cessed by photodetachment, results in the specific curva
of the electron affinity curve in Fig. 7~a!. Moreover, forn
513 and 14, structures based on the icosahedral motif
not compete energetically. In contrast, if pair potentials alo
are used, we find that for then513 cluster the 13th xenon
atom goes into the second solvent shell, and this is why
pairwise-additive model yields a sharp drop in slope of
electron affinity atn512.

Finally, we comment on the relation between electr
affinities and peak intensities in the XenI2 mass spectrum
Becker et al.28,29 reported a particularly intense ‘‘magi
number’’ peak for Xe12I

2. Here, we found the mass pea
intensities to decrease monotonically with cluster size up
n512, and cluster intensities aboven512 were considerably
lower. Observations of this type are often attributed to sh
closing, but a shell closing atn512 in the anion is inconsis
tent with our electron affinities and simulations.

While mass spectra are sensitive primarily to the relat
stablilites of the anions, electron affinities depend on b
anion and neutral binding energies. To illustrate this po
we show in Fig. 13 ‘‘sequential solvation energies’’ for th
XenI~2! anion and neutral clusters, which we calculated fro
the global minimum energy structures obtained from our M
simulations. The sequential solvation energyDSE(n) of a
cluster withn xenon atoms is defined as

DSE~n!5EC~n!2EC~n21!

5e~n!2v0~n!2e~n21!1v0~n21!, ~15!
-
40
-

-
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where EC(n) represents the difference between the w
depthe(n) and the zero-point energyv0(n). The resulting
DSE(n) for the anion andX state clusters are shown in th
plot ~‘‘ j’’ and ‘‘ s,’’ respectively!. Note that the energetic
difference inDSE(n) between the anion andX state clusters
represents the ‘‘sequential electron affinity’’DEA(n)
5EA(n)2EA(n21) @compare Eqs.~3! and ~15!#.

The shape of the anion and neutral curves in Fig. 13
very similar.DSE(n) is largest for the anion cluster withn
512, and this cluster is therefore particularly stable. This
easy to understand on the basis of the global minimum
ergy structures already presented in Fig. 11: the addition
the 12th xenon atom to then511 cluster leads to the forma
tion of one additional Xe–I2 bond and five~nearest neigh-
bor! Xe–Xe bonds. In contrast, atn57 there is a dip in the
DSE(n) curves, because in this case only two Xe–Xe bon
are formed in addition to the Xe–I2 bond.

The most interesting feature is the sharp drop inDSE(n)
from n512 ton513. Then513 cluster possesses the lowe
DSE value of all anion clusters. This decreased stabiliza
of the n513 anion cluster and the particular stability of th
n512 anion cluster is consistent with the peak intensit
observed in the mass spectra of XenI2. However, the simu-
lations show that this drop inDSE(n) is not due to a shell
closing. In addition, this decrease inDSE(n) is about the
same for both the anion and neutral and is therefore
apparent from the electron affinity measurements. It the
fore appears that one should use caution in inferring s
closings on the basis of mass spectrometry or electron a
ity measurements alone.

FIG. 13. Sequential solvation energiesDSE(n)5EC(n)2EC(n21) @Eq.
~15!# as a function of the cluster size. ‘‘j:’’ anion clusters; ‘‘s:’’ X state
clusters. All values were obtained using the MMSV two-body potential ‘‘S
II’’ from Table II, including all many-body options. The energetic differ
ence inDSE(n) between the anion andX state clusters represents the ‘‘se
quential electron affinity’’DEA(n)5EA(n)2EA(n21). For details see
the text.
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E. Effects of excited states in Xe nI2 clusters

Recently, Cheshnovsky and co-workers obtained to
photodetachment cross sections~TPCS! for XenI2 clusters
(n51 – 54).28,29 Their spectra forn>4 showed the develop
ment of three narrow peaks close to the detachment thr
olds for the neutralX, I, andII states. These were assigned
transitions to excited electronic states in the anion cluste
which the electron is delocalized over the highly polariza
xenon atoms. These electronic excitation energies w
found to be less than the vertical detachment energies d
mined via relatively low resolution~;60 meV! photoelec-
tron spectroscopy of the XenI2 clusters; based on this, thes
excited states were termed ‘‘bound delocalized exci
states.’’

The peaks in the TPCS spectra are remarkably simila
those seen in our ZEKE and PDTP spectra. This is at
glance surprising, because peaks in a TPCS experim
should correspond to excited anion states that decay by
todetachment, whereas ZEKE and PDTP experiments m
sure transitions that generally involve direct photodeta
ment to neutral vibrational/electronic states. However, th
are important differences between the two sets of res
which do indicate the two sets of experiments are measu
different phenomena. First, we observe peaks for all XenI2

clusters, not just those withn>4. Second, for many of the
clusters, the peaks in the ZEKE/PDTP experiments occu
slightly higher energy than in the TPCS experiments. F
example, the peaks for then54 – 8 clusters in Fig. 5~a! ~cor-
responding to theII state! are progressively blue-shifte
~5–25 meV! relative to the corresponding resonances s
by Becker and Cheshnovsky.29 For the X and I states, the
peaks in our ZEKE/PDTP experiments also appear at so
what higher energies than in the TPCS spectra for mos
the clusters withn<12 ~e.g., about 5 meV higher forn
57). However, for these lower-energy features the diff
ences between the two sets of experiments are defin
smaller than for the peaks corresponding to theII states.

This situation bears close comparison with previo
work on C6

2 , in which a series of peaks in the ZEKE spe
trum occurred at 5 meV higher energy than the correspo
ing peaks in the TPCS measurement.41 The TPCS peaks
were attributed to autodetaching anion excited states ly
just below~i.e., 5 meV! the corresponding direct detachme
thresholds, as determined in the ZEKE experiment. We
lieve that a similar explanation holds for the XenI2 clusters,
although the situation is somewhat less clear because
peaks are much broader than forC6

2 and, in most cases
overlap in the two sets of experiments.

The question remains as to how the presence of the
ion excited states affects the ZEKE/PDTP experiments.
overlap of the peaks in the two sets of experiments me
that resonant excitation to the excited anion state as we
direct photodetachment contribute to the absorption cr
section near each photodetachment threshold. We do obs
that the intensities of the ZEKE and PDTP signals incre
markedly with cluster size, which could certainly result fro
an increasingly strong resonant contribution to the cross
tion. However, we have no reason to believe that the p
al
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positions in our experiments are affected by the presenc
anion excited states.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

ZEKE and PDTP spectroscopy of the XenI2 anion clus-
ters with n52 – 14 has allowed us to determine adiaba
electron affinities and splittings between the neutral el
tronic states accessed by photodetachment. Clear do
peak structures in the ZEKE spectra forn52 – 12 could be
unambiguously assigned as bands arising from transition
the neutralX and I states. In contrast, theII state band for
each cluster in the PDTP spectra forn52 – 8 is much nar-
rower and shows no splitting.

With the help of simulated annealing MD calculations
the cluster structures we could show that EAs calcula
from pair potentials alone~i.e., without any nonadditive ef-
fect included! drastically overestimate the experimental va
ues. The dominant many-body effect is nonadditive ind
tion, specifically therepulsion between the charge-induce
dipoles on adjacent xenon atoms. This effect alone acco
for most of the discrepancy between ‘‘additive’’ and expe
mental EAs, but definitely overcorrects.

Inclusion of theattractive charge-exchange quadrupo
term provides the main contribution that counteracts t
overcorrection and brings the calculated EAs even close
experiment. However, the Gaussian range parameter for
Xe2 exchange quadrupole is not extremely well defined~see
the Appendix!. Therefore, although we obtained optim
agreement with the experimental EAs by additionally inclu
ing the charge-dispersion multipole and Axilrod–Tell
triple-dipole terms in our simulations, one should be care
with conclusions about the exact influence of the latter t
effects, as we have also neglected three-body exchange
higher-order multipole dispersion terms, as, e.g., dipo
dipole–quadrupole. On the other hand, these effects are
erative in both the anion and neutral clusters and shoul
least partially cancel out as far as the electron affinities
concerned.

Qualitatively, our findings about the relative importan
of the individual many-body effects agree very well with o
earlier results for the ArnI and ArnBr systems.39 However,
the absolute magnitude of the many-body effects for XenI2

is much larger due to the much higher polarizability of xen
relative to argon.

The XenI2 anion global minimum structures obtaine
from the simulated annealing MD calculations show intere
ing trends. The clusters Xe12I

2, Xe13I
2, and Xe14I

2 all form
a closed shell of xenon atoms around the iodide anion. Th
specific structures are also a direct consequence of m
body effects. In contrast, pure pair potentials predict a s
closing atn512, and in this case the additional xenon ato
for n513 would be attached to the outside of the first solv
shell.

The specific dependence of the experimental EAs
cluster size also allowed us to refine the absolute Xe–~2!

bond lengths for the anion,X, I, andII state diatomic poten-
tials to within 60.05 Å without changing the relative pos
tions of the potential curves or their shape in the Franc
Condon region~relative to our original potential set!.33
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APPENDIX: MANY-BODY EFFECTS

The most important equations for describing the vario
many-body effects included in the simulations~Sec. IV B!
are summarized in the following. For additional details s
our earlier publication.39

1. Nonadditive induction

We calculate the nonadditive induction term within t
framework of the ‘‘full iteratively calculated induction
model.’’ 39 The total induction energy of a XenI2 anion clus-
ter is given by

V1,total5
1

2
~Vqm1VqQ!

5(
i

(
j Þ i

qi S 2
1

2
Ta

~ i j !ma
~ j !1

1

6
Tab

~ i j !Qab
~ j ! D . ~A1!

Following Buckingham,72 the subscriptsa andb denote any
of the Cartesian components of a vector or tensor, and
peated Greek subscripts stand for summation over the t
components.qi is the permanent electric charge of atomi
~21 for iodide and 0 for xenon!. ma

( i ) and Qab
( i ) are compo-

nents of the induced dipole and quadrupole moments, res
tively, at atomi, given by72

ma
~ i !5a iEa

~ i ! ~A2!

and

Qab
~ i ! 5CiEab

~ i ! . ~A3!

The values for the dipole and quadrupole polarizabilitiesa
andC used in this work are given in Table III~note thata
5ad). The multipole tensors are defined as

Tab
~ i j !5“a“b~1/Ri j !, ~A4!

whereRi j is the vector from atomj to atomi. Ea
( i ) represents

the electric field at atomi,77

Ea
~ i !5(

j Þ i
S 2Ta

~ i j !qj1Tab
~ i j !mb

~ j !2
1

3
Tabg

~ i j ! Qbg
~ j ! D , ~A5!

and the electric field gradientEab
( i ) is then given by72

Eab
~ i ! 5(

j Þ i
S 2Tab

~ i j !qj1Tabg
~ i j ! mg

~ j !2
1

3
Tabgd

~ i j ! Qgd
~ j !D . ~A6!
f
T.
aft
s
-
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-
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s

e
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ee
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We use Buckingham’s definition of the quadrupole mom
as a traceless tensor.72 Equation~A1! already explicitly in-
cludes the Xe–I pair potential. To extract the additive p
tion VI,p of VI,total , the induction energy for each Xe–I pair
calculated neglecting the other xenon atoms in the clu
using the above equations. Finally, the nonadditive induct
energyVI is obtained via

VI5VI,total2VI,p . ~A7!

2. Charge–exchange quadrupole interaction

To model this effect we use the ‘‘Gaussian exchan
charge’’ formalism.39 For calculating the interaction energ
between the iodide charge and the exchange quadrupol
effective charge densityreff is formed, which gives the par
of the charge density that contributes to the exchange qu
rupole:

reff~r !52ueu E uC i j
0 ~r ,r 8!u2dr 82r i~r !2r j~r !

52
ueuSi j

2

12Si j
2 S b

Ap
D 3

3@e2b2uRi2r u21e2b2uRj 2r u222e2b2uRc2r u2#.

~A8!

HereRc represents the midpoint between the two xenon
clei @Rc50.5(Ri1Rj )#. reff is made up from two negative
Gaussian charge distributions located at the xenon nu
and a positive Gaussian charge distribution, twice as large
Rc.

64 If one approximates the iodide with a point charge
R0, the Coulomb interaction energyVC–E between the charge
and the exchange quadrupole is given by78,79

VC–E5(
i , j

e2Si j
2

12Si j
2 S erf~bRi0!

Ri0
1

erf~bRj 0!

Rj 0
22

erf~bRC0!

RC0
D .

~A9!

Ri0 , Rj 0 , andRC0 are the distances of the iodide from th
xenon nuclei and the midpoint between the nuclei, resp
tively; i and j run over the xenon atoms, andb is the Gauss-
ian range parameter of the electron density. Nonphysical

TABLE III. Atomic dipole and quadrupole polarizabilities, the effectiv
number of electrons, and triple-dipoleC9 coefficients for Xe–Xe–I2 and
Xe–Xe–I interactions. Values for the quadrupole polarizabilitiesC are
based on Buckingham’s definition (C50.5•aq) ~Ref. 72!.

Atom ad (a0
3) C (a0

5) N C9 @eV Å9#

Xe 27.16a 101.4b 7.253c ---
I2 52.7d 254e 7.253c 882
I 33.1f --- 6.5f 595

aReference 73.
bReference 74.
cCalculated from theC6 value of Ref. 73.
dReference 75.
eReference 76.
fReference 77.
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havior of Eq. ~A9! for small RC0 values ~near linear
geometries! is prevented by cutting offVC–E for Xe–Xe
separations greater than typically 6.5 Å.

This ‘‘Gaussian exchange charge’’ model requires an
timate for theb parameter of xenon. The only value ava
able comes from Jansen’s work@b(Xe)50.454 Å21#,80

however, his values are known to underestimate the real o
severely:81,82 as an example, in the case of Ar2 Jansen rec-
ommendsb(Ar) 50.632 Å21. This can be compared with
the values 0.93620 and 0.965 Å21 16 that were extracted by
Hutson and co-workers from a SCF calculation and dist
uted multipole analysis of the Ar2 quadrupole moment,71 or
with b(Ar) 51.08 Å21, as recommended by Guillotet al.81

A better, but probably still too low, estimate for xeno
can be obtained, e.g., by rescaling Jansen’sb~Xe! by the
ratio b~Ar,Hutson!/b~Ar,Jansen!. By this we arrive at
roughly 0.7 Å21. For Kr2, Guillot et al.81 recommend a value
of 0.84 Å21, which certainly overestimates the xenon valu
In this study we usedb(Xe)50.765 Å21 as a reasonable
estimate, which also gave the best agreement with our
perimental electron affinities, especially for Xe2I

2.

3. Charge-dispersion multipole interactions

Following Hunt65 the average dipole moment induced
atom i by the dispersion interaction with other like atoms
given by

m i ,disp5Cm(
j Þ i

R̂i j

Ri j
7 , with Cm5

3C6B

2a
. ~A10!

Here,R̂i j denotes the unit vector pointing from atomj to i, a
is the xenon dipole polarizability~Table III!, C6 is the
Xe–Xe dispersion coefficient, andB represents the xeno
dipole–quadrupole hyperpolarizability.

The components of the dispersion-induced quadrup
moment on atomi are calculated via

Qab
i ,disp52CQ(

j Þ i

Tab
~ i j !

2Ri j
3 , with CQ5

C6B

4a
, ~A11!

with the quadrupole tensor defined as in Eq.~A4!. C6 was
taken from the Xe–Xe HFD-B2 potential of Aziz, Meat
and co-workers (C65283.9e2a0

5).53 To our knowledge there
is no experimental information onB, and the only value
available so far comes from DFT calculations of Senat
and Subbaswamy.83 The hyperpolarizabilities from this stud
are expected to be too large in absolute value.83,84 We have
therefore rescaled their xenon value (B52912a0

6/e) by the
ratio of the experimental and DFTcubichyperpolarizabilities
gexp~Xe!/gDFT~Xe!50.825,78,79 yielding a value of B
52752a0

6/e. Note that a similar procedure works extreme
well in the case of argon, where the rescaled value isB5
2155a0

6/e compared to2141a0
6/e and 2164.3a0

6/e ob-
tained in two other theoretical studies.85,86

The total dispersion induced dipoles and quadrupo
can then be calculated via Eqs.~A10! and ~A11! for each
xenon atom. Finally, standard electrostatic formulas are u
to evaluate the charge–dipole and the charge–quadrupol
teraction energies,VC–D andVC–Q, respectively.72
s-
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.
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e

s

ed
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4. Axilrod–Teller triple–dipole interaction

The leading term in the nonadditive dispersion ener
the triple-dipole interaction is given by66–68

VA5C9

~3 cosu i cosu j cosuk11!

Ri j
3 Rjk

3 Rik
3 , ~A12!

with u i being the interior angle/ j ik , Ri j represents the
internuclear distance between atomsi and j, and C9 is the
triple-dipole coefficient that depends on the type of ato
involved. C9 coefficients are now available for a variety o
systems,87–90 but unfortunately not for the interactions~Xe–
Xe–I and Xe–Xe–I! relevant to this paper. Therefore, w
use the following approximation forC9 :39,89,91–93

C95
3

2
a ia jak

h ih jhk~h i1h j1hk!

~h i1h j !~h j1hk!~h i1hk!
. ~A13!

Herea i andh i are the dipole polarizability and the averag
excitation energy of atomi, respectively.h i ~in a.u.! can be
approximated as91–96

h i5ANi /a i , ~A14!

whereNi is an effective number of electrons depending
the type of atom involved. Values fora andN can be found
in Table III ~note again thata5ad).
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